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Klasi Real Estate Development Company, on behalf of its subsidiary Borgarhöfði Real Estate Developmnet II ehf, held a 
design competition for lot 9A in the second half of 2022. Ambitious design teams with ideas for high-quality and fine 
architecture for lot 9A were sought. The competition should lead to the best possible design of a modern office building, 
multi-purpose assembly hall and Krossamýrartorg square for future residents, staff and other visitors to Borgarhöfði.
The design competition comprised two stages. The first stage of the competition was a pre-selection where firms and 
teams applied for participation. There was a lot of interest in the competition and 18 firms and teams from all the Nordic 
countries applied for participation. A selection committee from the contractor selected five teams to participate in the 
second stage and submit proposals for the lot in accordance with the competition specifications. 

The participating teams are the following:
 
• A_Lab Architects
• Helin & Co Architects
• Henning Larsen Architects
• Nordic Office of Architecture
• Hille Melbye Arkitekter and SEN&SON 

Ártúnshöfði has in recent decades been the site of commercial and industrial operations but the activity is currently giving 
way to a mixed settlement of business and residential buildings. Borgarhöfði at Ártúnshöfði by Elliðaárvogur is the next 
development district in Reykjavík and is defined as a central area in Reykjavík’s Land-Use Plan. In the coming years the 
area will undergo major changes and become a dense city-oriented neighborhood with a viable settlement where people 
are the first priority. A settlement that is socially, environmentally and economically sustainable. 
It is estimated that a fully developed neighborhood on Ártúnshöfði can accommodate up to 8,000 apartments or about 
15,000 residents, a preschool and primary school, a multi-purpose assembly hall and other diverse business activities that 
are well connected to Reykjavík’s main roads, public transport and path system. The City Line (Borgarlína) will run through 
the center of the neighborhood and its first phase consists in connecting the area directly to the city center.

INTRODUCTION
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Klasi’s aim with the competition is to find an ambitious design team with ideas for high-quality and fine architecture for 
the area as a whole. The competition should lead to the best possible design of a modern office building, multi-purpose 
assembly hall and the district’s main square for future residents, visitors and staff. 

The aim of the competition is to get ambitious ideas for the design of a modern office building, a multi-purpose assembly 
hall and Krossamýrartorg square, where buildings and squares flow together and form a whole. The focus should be on 
all the main requirements of the future in buildings of this type, e.g. flexibility, diversity, sustainability and environmental 
emphases, flow and accessibility, experience, creativity and quality. The proposal should present an ambitious design that 
will serve residents, staff, customers as well as other visitors to the neighborhood in the future. The buildings must be of 
good quality, fit well with their surroundings and create an overall appearance with Krossamýrartorg square. Emphasis 
should be on environmental considerations and sustainability in design, material selection and operation, as well as effi-
ciency in terms of construction costs, operation and usability. The proposal should conform to the current local plan and 
be realistic in terms of development.

AIM
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The jury is composed of the following members: 

• Halldór Eyjólfsson, Chief Development Officer of Klasi. 
• Helgi S. Gunnarsson, CEO of Reginn.
• Hulda Jónsdóttir, architect, FAÍ, HJARK.
• Ingvi Jónasson, CEO of Klasi. 
• Ólafur Melsted, landscape architect, Fíla. 

When evaluating the proposals, the jury looked at how the competitors addressed the aims and priorities in the compe-
tition specification.

The focus of the jury is:

• Overall appearance of buildings, square and plot in terms of architecture, aesthetics and environmental quality.
• A complete solution for a modern office building and a multi-purpose assembly hall with regard to usability, effi 
 ciency and innovation. Inspired and progressive ideas.
• A complete solution at Krossamýrartorg square in terms of flow, experience, leisure spaces and connection to the
 City Line station and buildings. An environment that people want to visit and stay in, that is accessible, safe and  
 creates memories and experiences. 
• A complete solution based on environmental considerations and sustainability in design and operation.

JURY
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It was the unanimous opinion of the jury that all five proposals exhibit fine professional skills of the designers and an am-
bitious approach. Proposals were of high quality and prepared in accordance with the competition specification and the 
requirements that were presented. It was positive to receive diverse proposals that open up ideas. A lot of effort was put 
into the work, the presentation of the proposals is clear and exemplary. 

It was not easy for the jury to select a winning proposal as all proposals were good and the difference between the top 
places was narrow. In the end, there were two proposals that stood out, that seemed to excel in shaping the future office 
and cultural community. 

Emphasis was placed on choosing a proposal that best meets the criteria set out in the competition specification and 
that offers an exciting and attractive vision for Krossamýrartorg square and its surroundings. A proposal that is considered 
likely to attract people from all over the capital area, and especially the growing settlement around the square.

The jury’s decision is to nominate two proposals as award proposals. 

Those are proposals by Henning Larsen and Hille Melby and SEN & SON. 

The proposals stood out each in their own way following extensive analysis by the jury. 

The jury thanks everyone who participated in the competition for their professional and ambitious work.

JURY’S DECISION
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PROPOSALS
AWARDED PROPOSAL
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Creators: Hille Melbye and SEN&SON 

Jury’s comments: The proposal by Hille Melbye and SEN&SON is an exceptionally well-prepared proposal. A holistic view 
of the project, taking into account the past, present and future. Respect for the history of the area and connection with 
nature is strongly expressed. The urban carpet as a connection between the City Line across the square through the build-
ing and to the public park at the back is a strong point in the proposal and forms a vibrant ground floor that is open to all. 
The jury would have liked to see the ground floor indented to a greater extent for outside traffic. 
The heart of the project is compelling, connecting the buildings and opening up great possibilities for sharing them. Roof 
gardens on both buildings and access for the public to the roof of the assembly hall together with a connection between 
buildings on the roof garden is well designed and convincing. 
The opening in the office building is strong as light flows into the core of the building and creates a quality indoor space 
in the interior of the building connected with stairs. The visual connection between floors and the possibilities of dividing 
spaces becomes more diverse. Nice indoor spaces are created. Simple and beautiful solutions. The color scheme inside 
is warm and welcoming.
The use of vegetation inside the building and on the roof balcony is appealing and gives a natural and warm feel. The 
cladding of the office building is simple and blends in well, and the color selection is good. Cladding of the assembly hall is 
more complicated but has beautiful reference to Icelandic nature, will require further elaboration. Assembly hall features 
a modern library and flexible spaces and a wide range of services are contemplated. 
The design of the square is good and takes into account the surrounding buildings. The proposal examines the possible 
effects of the adjacent plot 9B on wind and sun on the square. The proposal takes into account sustainability issues and 
presents fun ideas for reusing concrete from the site.

Overall, the proposal is very compelling, ambitious but realistic and shows great potential with a carefully thought out 
program.

AWARDED PROPOSAL
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PROPOSALS
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... WHERE A VIBRANT CULTURE HOUSE 
BECOMES THE HEART OF THE CITY

AWARDED PROPOSAL
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The city square is designed to open up and provide space for various activities - a 
mirror pool allows daylight to be drawn into the attic of the cultural building. 
Basin can be used by smaller children in the summer for renting with water and in 
the winter time as ice skating.

A place to remember - Borgarhöfði lot 9a 6Henning Larsen

PROPOSALS
AWARDED PROPOSAL
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Creators: Henning Larsen 

Jury’s comments: The proposal by Henning Larsen architects is beautiful with a compelling shape design that can be 
enjoyed throughout the proposal. The proposal stood out in terms of flow and connection between lots. The proposal 
offers future possibilities for connection from the City Line between the buildings and with a bridge to a public park. The 
stairs between the buildings and the flow on the outside all the way up to the roof of the assembly hall are especially 
well executed. The connection between the office building and the assembly hall offers a good sharing of spaces and flow 
between buildings. The proposal presents good outdoor living in the front square. The proposal could take more account 
of outdoor activity near the surrounding buildings. Square in front underdeveloped but interesting to have water, circles 
of vegetation with benches around them and well thought out flora. The space around the buildings as well as the part of 
the square facing lot 9B could have been more developed. 
An indented ground floor welcomes people before entering the building. The assembly hall is elegant and the square 
meters are used well, it could have been adapted further to a wider range of uses, a family-friendly assembly hall for 
everyone. The choice of materials for the exterior has strong characteristics and the buildings reflect each other well, the 
choice of materials for the interior is rather uniform. Interesting office building with indoor gardens and offers flexible 
spaces. Connection between floors with stairs and visually with openings between floors. Cores in the building are strong, 
but create possibly too much traffic space between cores. The proposal takes good account of sustainability issues.

The proposal is elegantly presented and well executed, convincing proposal with solutions to technical issues. 

AWARDED PROPOSAL
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A place to remember - Borgarhöfði lot 9a 15Henning Larsen

A place to remember - Borgarhöfði lot 9a 41Henning Larsen

PROPOSALS
AWARDED PROPOSAL
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Lobby for conference and auditorium dimensioned for 500 people

A place to remember - Borgarhöfði lot 9a 9Henning Larsen

The office building can be designed with different atriums in size and 
shape - meeting rooms are naturally located in this area - the office 
building can easily be divided into many tenancies or used by a few 
employees

A place to remember - Borgarhöfði lot 9a 28Henning Larsen

AWARDED PROPOSAL
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A living neighbourhood

Aerial View across Stofhofdi towards  Krossamyrartorg

The Lantern

View across steinhofdi towards the community building

PROPOSALS
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Creators: A-LAB

Jury’s comments: A-LAB’s proposal stood out in terms of originality in the overall proposal and was among the most ef-
ficient in breaking up the shape of the local plan. The design at the front of the square is particularly well implemented, 
where the lot’s difference in height is taken into account. The outdoor space around the buildings is also well prepared; a 
nice square with evening sun is formed at the corner of 9B. The position of the sun is shown clearly in the entire outdoor 
area at different times of the day, and the design of spaces is controlled accordingly, which is a great advantage. 
The office building is made slimmer than the local planning expects, to let in daylight, it is well thought out and the square 
meters are well used. Nice roof gardens are created, but the building rises above the local plan at its highest. The jury 
found the corridor formation along the office spaces less pleasing and the internal layout of the office building rather too 
traditional. An indented ground floor makes access attractive. 
The jury agreed that the proposal and especially the assembly hall is original, appealing and very interesting, nice touch 
to pull the building into the square. The shape is beautiful but rather complicated and spaces tend to be too traditional 
and generic. Material selection is beautiful and attractive. The proposal takes account of sustainability issues. 

The proposal is well portrayed, ambitious modeling and the presentation is good.

PROPOSALS
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13Nordic for Klasi Real Estate Development Company Borgarhöfði Plaza - Vision Proposal - 10.03.2023

3. design vision

27Nordic for Klasi Real Estate Development Company Borgarhöfði Plaza - Vision Proposal - 10.03.2023

PROPOSALS
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Creators: Nordic Office of Architecture

Jury’s comments: Nordic architects’ proposal works efficiently with the height difference on the plot, and the connection 
of the buildings to the surrounding streets is well prepared. An indented ground floor and connection to the square is 
appealing, as is the design of the front square. Space around the buildings as well as part of the square facing 9B is un-
developed. 
Material use is warm. The assembly hall is exciting with many interesting proposals for planning. A proposal for an assem-
bly hall that could extend down to the basement is interesting. The jury would have liked to see more originality in the 
layout of the office building. The proposal successfully takes sustainability issues into consideration. 

PROPOSALS
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© HELIN & CO ARCHITECTS
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BORGARHÖFÐI 9A PROPOSAL 9.3.2023

SITE PLAN  1:1000

Description

Comments of the jury concerning in-progress proposal of 3.2.2023 are taken into
account in the changes of the project. Essential key ideas are elucidated and detailed.

The main idea is to create a real local identity to the complex – a true sense of
modern Reykjavik. The focal point and main attraction of the new district is a
modern symbiotic entity, where culture in its various forms, work and public activities 
are combined. Menning, the office building and Krossamýrartorg form an energetic, 
beatingheart for inhabitants and employees, for all ages.

The concept is based on the master plan. According to the purpose of the
competition this basis is developed through an architectural vision and functional 
consideration. Critical parts of the building have curved formation and detailing to 
become more inviting and pleasant to visitors. Solutions are based on all the
essential components that the spaces and areas are designed for.
The important passageway between Menning and the office building is limited short 
and to be experienced inviting and dynamic. Main entrances for both buildings
(access from the Torg and from Steinhöfði street) are located at both ends of the
passageway. For the convenience of pedestrians, the Torg side of offices and
Menning have arcades.

Torg and framing activities

The pleasant, south oriented urban space is articulated carefully for pedestrian flow, 
staying and enjoying – all ages. Articulation is composed by bushes and low rise trees 
framing subareas for childrens play, picnic etc. Rainwater is collected into a pond, 
varying in size according the amount of water. The pond is equipped with fountain 
showers and its border ring is planted with hygrophytes.
The ground floor of Menning is a public indoor space including meeting rooms, youth 
space, urban workshop, game room, culture café with outdoor terrace.
A public bar is located in the ground floor of offices facing the Torg.

Combining functions in Menning and offices

A remarkable advantage is sharing certain functions of public services and offices.
Menning and the office building are combined with multipurpose area for meeting, 
events, exhibitions, banquets etc. The restaurant can accomodate both office
workers and users of Menning. Private companies are able to use the conference and 
exhibition spaces extending to Menning.Offices of public services may be
situated in the office building.

Menning

The ground floor is partly divided for group meetings and youth workshops. At the 
same time it houses entrance facilities for audience of multifunction hall, library
visitors etc. (cloakrooms, lockers and toilets).
The main (1st) floor is reserved for multipurpose hall (with backstage and telescope
seating) and two larger rooms for education, meetings and exercise.
The foyer contains intermission services and an open space for exhibitions and
performances. It is connected to the restaurant in the office building.
The library is located to the 2nd  floor, including divisions into book and magazine 
shelves, learning spaces, workstations and game rooms. Above the library is a
mezzanine for storage, a small office and air conditioning room.

The aim in the exterior architecture of Menning is to reflect the latitudes of Iceland 
even in cosmic extent. Association with aurora borealis has been possible in the team 
of architects. With smart LED lighting during the evening time the façade
reveals a unique artwork.

Office building

The appealing design is based on the possibility for one or multiple users. The ground 
foor is reserved for visitors and meetings (safety). The access with reception is from 
the Torg and from Steinhöfði street. Floors are adjustable and can be divided into 
varying areas typically for 1- 4 users by prefab partition walls. In the space units the 
plan is freely adjustable according to users’ needs – from open space to
separate rooms (taken into account in suspended ceiling, in state of the art HVAC, 
electric and ITC solutions).
In this concept stage the facades are mainly glass with inner louvres because of the
development in the technical specifications of the industry. In further development 
parts of the façade can be closed with suitable cover.

Sustainability

The target is long lasting top quality architecture and construction, flexible use of 
spaces through the times. Technical frame of reference could be LEEDS Platinum 
classification adjusted to the advantages of Icelandic context. Local materials and 
wood are preferred (especially in interiors).

PROPOSALS
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Creators: Helin og Co

Jury’s comments: The proposal by Helin og Co is beautiful and strong in morphology, elegant lines and nice flow. An arch 
in the in the office space creates an attractive access. Nice touch and well designed to have a balcony on the upper floors 
and a restaurant that extends up from the ground floor. The covering of the assembly hall is beautiful and compelling. An 
interesting proposal for meeting facilities on the ground floor of the office building and a well contemplated basic plan 
and layout. 
The square is rather underdeveloped and the connections to the adjacent lots and buildings could have been explored 
further. A more detailed view of the office building could have been presented. The appearance of the assembly hall is a 
beautiful work of art. Good connection between buildings with a bridge behind the floors. Interesting proposal. 
The proposal does not take a strong position on sustainability issues.

PROPOSALS
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Reykjavík 29 March 2023:

Halldór Eyjólfsson, Chief Development Officer of Klasi.

Helgi S. Gunnarsson, CEO of Reginn.

Hulda Jónsdóttir, architect, AÍ at HJARK

Ingvi Jónasson, CEO of Klasi.

Ólafur Melsted, landscape architect, Fíla.




